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Abstract

A study of the relationship between the dynamic aspects of music and the continuous 

emotional force data collected in live and prerecorded concert settings using novel 

analysis techniques such as the concentration of responses variation and contour within 

subsection of the complete overture of Mozart!s La nozzi de Figaro.

Introduction

Continuous Response to Music: Emotional Force, Tension and Arousal

Though there is wide agreement that music provokes emotion, the question of how is far 

from answered. Studies of the content of music and the listeners experience have fallen 

into many experimental categories, with stimuli as simple as sine waves and as 

complicated as symphonies and response collection systems as free as finger painting 

and as strict as single dimensional strength multiple choice. A number of thorough 

historical reviews of the study of emotion and music have already been written - for 

more information, see {Juslin 2005, 85-114}, {Schubert, 1999} and {Schubert, 2004, 

561-585}. Of particular interest to this study are the musical features studied in 

conjunction with the emotions provoked by music and the analysis of continual 

responses to music.

There is a wide range of speculation as to what in music makes feeling, and few 

reserachers propose definitive answers, though the experiemental roots have suggested 



a few clues. In an early study, Kate Hevner had musical selections recomposed to 

change the harmonic complexity, melodic direction, modality and rhythmic expression of 

harmony of musical selections and asked students to rate the emotion provoked in 

these changed peices from adjective lists {Hevner, 1936, 246-268}. John Sloboda 

surveyed British residents for musical moments that consistently provoked physical 

responses to the emotionality of music, and studied the selections recommended for 

their melodic, harmonic, textural and dynamic qualities {Sloboda, 1991, 110-120}. In 

studying some of the most strongly recommended musical selection, Sloboda identified 

ten features including harmonic, textural, dynamic and melodic details that were 

common to at least a few of the examples. On average, at least three of these musical 

cues were present in any given excerpt. In a series of studies by Clifford Madsen and 

others at Florida State University!s Centre for Music Research starting in the early 

1990!s, listeners indicated in real time the different aspect of music that caught their 

attention, choosing between the categories of Rhythmic, Dynamic, Timbral and Melodic 

elements or the option of “Everything”{Madsen, 1990, 45-57}{Geringer, 2004, 1-15}.  

These studies suggest that musical expertise effects listeners attention patterns, though 

they do not include much discussion on when different aspects seem to be most salient. 

Several other studies have collected continuous ratings of listener!s experience or 

perception of the music along some dimension(s) and made comparisons to the 

stimulating pieces. The first collection and treatment of such data was by Frede Nielsen. 

He graphically related the mean of listeners reported “experience of music tension” to 

the formal structure, melodic details, orchestration, harmonic details, dynamic variation 



and compositional detail, and suggested that such aspects, or combinations of aspects, 

influenced the listeners responses {Nielsen, 1987, 491-513}. In Florida, studies of the 

Aesthetic Response and Tension experienced during music was also studied. In an 

experiment reported in the Journal of Band Research, continuous rating collected 

through the use of a rotating dial. The researcher, Diane Capperella-Sheldon, identified 

moments of aesthetic peaks from the responses of college music majors and non music 

majors. In the comparison with the music in these peak areas, Capperella-Sheldon 

points out the likelihood of temporal lag in listeners response given the music at the 

recorded moment maximal Aesthetic experience. Repeating the experiment by Nielsen, 

Madsen and William Fredrickson found very similar mean tension rating over time 

contours for the Haydn symphony 104, movement using the rotating dial instead of 

Nielsen!s tension tongs {Madsen, 1993, 46-63} These tension ratings were then 

compared to aesthetic response for the same piece, which resulted in much smoother 

lines over time, but the contours share comparable dips and rises {Frederickson, 1995, 

81-87} {Madsen, 1998, 546-554}.

Working with Mozart!s Piano Sonata K 282, Carol Krumhansl studied perceived 

structural boundaries and musical tension ratings in comparison to the predictions in the 

generative theory of Lerdahl and Jakendoff and the tension analysis by Fred Narmour 

{Krumhansl, 1996, 401-432}. The inter-subject correlations were reported to be relatively  

low, considering the autocorrelation issue of time series data. Emery Schubert! 

developed descriptive measures of the continuous variation of melodic contour, 

loudness, tempo, texture and the spectral centroid of several romantic pieces for 



comparison with the emotional arousal and valence data collected for previous studies 

{Schubert, 1999 #44}{Schubert, 2002, 213-236}{Schubert, 2004, 561-585}{Schubert, 

2004 #36}. Having published on the challenges of defining correlation and removing 

auto correlation effects in time series data, he compared the first order difference data of 

both the features and the behavioural data means using linear regression, and shifted 

the feature data forward by second intervals to assess the lag between the features 

changes in value with the collected responses.

Working with Schubert!s music selections and two dimensional Emotionlab data 

collection system, Mark Korhonen, a systems design engineering graduate student of 

University of Waterloo, worked with eighteen features extracted from the audio signal 

and used system identification technics to evaluate the validity of linear combination 

features fit to mean arousal and valence of emotion data {Korhonen, 2004, 163}. Using 

the best coefficient combination to describe a testing set of musical selection, covering 

many moods, the recommended combinations were tested on other musical excepts to 

test the validity with modest success for arousal ratings, though more testing is called 

for.

Working with the Emotional Force data collected in live concerts {McAdams, 2004, 

297-350}, Shlomo Dubnov extracted signal properties of the audio signal, including a 

measure of novelty, or information rate {Dubnov, 2006, 1526-1536}. Though it is not 

clear how these features relate to the music theoretic descriptions of music, the model 

suggested strong relationships for both emotional force and familiarity ratings.



Most recently, using improvised musical excepts from music therapy session, Luck et al. 

{Luck, 2008, 25-45} developped audio signal and midi signal derived features including 

note density, loudness and tonal clarity to explore listener ratings of activity, 

pleasantness and strength. Linear regression technics suggested positive and negative 

relationships for these features across their data set 

Methods

Continuous responses data was collected in two experimental conditions. The first was 

that of a live performance by the Boston Symphony Orchestra, under Maestro Lockhart, 

and the second was the presentation of the high definition video of the Boston 

Symphony Orchestra!s performance with stereo sound. The video recording of the 

concert was made from the middle of the concert hall, and was presented on a screen in 

a Montreal concert hall so that the performers seemed similarly far away from the 

audience as it had been in the live concert condition. Voluntary participants from both 

audiences were equipped with slider boxed -  each being a potentiometer with a knob 

that slid over a confined interval one end of which was marked “Weak” while the other 

was marked “Strong”. Participants were asked to continuously record the force of 

emotion they experienced while listening to the music through the position of the knob in 

the weak strong spectrum. 

The continuous ratings of each slider box through the concert was later resampled at 

2Hz with the slider range transformed and rounded to integer values from 0 to 20. Each 



slider!s time series was also treated by a simple algorithm to remove quick alternations 

between adjacent values that were exaggerated in the process of quantizing the slider 

range. 

For the concert excerpt studied here, there were 31 listeners! emotional force time 

series from the live concert condition, from now on referred to as Boston, and 23 from 

the prerecorded presentation, referred to as Montreal.

Musical Structure

The concert was, in the first half, selections of Mozart in celebration of the 250 

anniversary of his birth, and the second half of the concert was of a modern adaptation 

of a Dr. Suesse story. This analysis focuses on the first piece of the Concert: the 

Overture to La nozzi de Figaro. The piece being considered here, the Overture to Le 

Nozze di Figaro by W. A. Mozart, can be interpreted as being in sonata form with no 

development section. The overture lends itself to this  feature-specific study by including 

many easily recognizable, repeated thematic material, allowing for repeated comparison 

of slider behaviour over time.

For the sake of this analysis the form of the music was broken down according to the 

following list, defining three levels of structure. Most of the graphs included have vertical 

dotted lines reflecting the divisions of the finest structural level listed below and solid 

lines marking the subsections.

Table I: Formal and motivic sectioning of the overture to Mozart!s La nozzi de Figaro with 
time interval measure from the August 8th, 2006 performance by the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra 



Section Subsection Measures Time 

Interval (s)

Sub-Sub-

section

Measures Time Interval 

(s)

Exposition

Recapitulation

Theme 1 1 58 0.2 46.3 T1 1 18 0.2 14

T1r 19 34 14 27.8

B1 35 45 27.8 34.2

B1c 45 58 34.2 46.3

Subordinate 

Theme 1 and 

2

59 106 46.3 86.4 S1 59 66 46.3 53.7

S1r 67 74 53.7 60.2

S1c 75 84 60.2 68.3

S1c’ 85 95 68.3 76.4

S2 95 106 76.4 86.4

Subordinate 

Theme 3

107 123 86.4 110 S3 107 116 86.4 93.8

S3r 116 123 93.8 99.6

B2 123 135 99.6 110

Retransition 135 138 110 112.3 cc 135 138 110 112.3

Recapitulation

Theme 1 139 171 112 138.7 T1 139 155 112.3 124.2

T1r’ 156 163 124.2 132.2

B1c’ 164 171 132.2 138.7

Subordinate 

Theme 1 and 

2

172 219 139 178.4 S1r 172 179 138.7 145.2

S1 180 188 145.2 151.8

S1c 189 197 151.8 158.8

S1c’ 198 208 159.8 168.6

S2 208 219 168.6 178.4

Subordinate 

Theme 3

220 236 178 190.8 S3 220 228 178.4 185

S3r 229 236 185 190.8

Coda 236 294 191 237.7 Coda 236 251 190.8 202.3

B1c” 252 265 202.3 215.1

B1c” 266 283 215 229.6

PAC 284 294 229.6 237.7

To clarify the sectional tags above: T and S are themes, main and subordinate, while B 

and suffix c represents continuation material; cc is the retransition, r is a direct repeat of 

the material with the same tag, and " represents a modification of the musical materials 

with the same tag.



It should be noted that there is one contentious division described here. According to 

some analysts {Levarie, 1952 #27}, the sections of music defined here as SIc!, the 

second section of the continuation material of the first subordinate theme, and S2, 

subordinate theme 2, are treated together as one theme. While there is some common 

melodic material between the adjacent sections, the cadential form does suggest the 

closure of the first subordinate theme as indicated above, and the drastic change in 

instrumentation and dynamics suggest the breaking of a relationship. Still, for the middle 

level structural divisions, S2 is included in S1 for the sake of that similarity.

Using there divisions of the music, it is possible to quantify and compare the musical 

elements in variation and the slider activity over smaller time intervals. 

Musical Features

Music is a complicated stimulus, and the comparison of one-dimensional responses in 

time to the complexity of Mozart is a little foolhardy, but here we go anyway. There are 

innumerable details competing for our attention, and even casual conversation suggests 

that listeners are caught by different aspects of musical works. In an attempt to provide 

a thorough, though not exhaustive, description of music, the variation of eighteen 

musical features was determined and evaluated for their potential effects on 

experienced emotional force. Studies such as those undertaken by Dubnov {Dubnov, 

2006, 1526-1536}, Korhonen {Korhonen, 2004, 163} and Schubert {Schubert, 1999 #44} 

compare features extracted directly from the recorded audio files to subject responses, 



using features such as mean pitch and amplitude. While these features can be 

evaluated mechanically, being derived directly from the sound signal, they can be more 

difficult to relate to the pieces! compositional details and often deliberately ignore the 

higher-level cultural associations that can define individuals! interpretations of music. 

Other studies such as those by Kurmhansl {Krumhansl, 1996, 401-432}, Luck {Luck, 

2008, 25-45}(to a degree) and Neilsen {Nielsen, 1987, 491-513} consider features that 

are consciously accessible to performers and composers of music as a means of 

explaining listeners! responses, such as phrase structure, harmony and musical topics. 

This analysis includes both extremes and some in between, using audio signal-derived 

spectral centroid and amplitude with note-based measure of tonal activity and 

hierarchical concepts of music such as melody, though always restricted to that which= 

could conceivably be well defined and measurable. For example, there is no feature for 

theme endings, though it could be argued that the sense of ending versus beginning is 

an aspect of musical form that is perceived consistently by western music listeners, 

because the consistent quantisation of such a measure is not as of yet obvious. 

Features were selected to describe six aspects of musical activity: Loudness, Timbre, 

Tonality, Temporal Activity, Melodic character and Complexity. The following eighteen 

features were chosen for their coverage of the dynamic qualities of classical orchestral 

music with out soloists. Since different musical genres and pieces exercise different 

aspects of sound, it would be appropriate to consider other features for the analysis of 

different stimuli.

Table 2 List of musical features used to represent a Classical orchestral work without soloist in 
terms of their variation over time



Feature Category Feature 

number

Feature Title Source

Loudness

Timbral Character

Tonality

Durational Character

Melodic Character

Complexity

1 Dynamics Score

2 Amplitude Sound Recording

3 Strings Score

4 Winds Score

5 Brass Score

6 Percussion Score

7 Spectral Centroid Sound Recording

8 Harmonic Function Score

9 Chromaticism Score

10 Key Area Score

11 Tempo Sound Recording

12 Harmonic Rhythmic Density Score

13 Melodic Rhythmic Density Score

14 Articulation Score and Sound Recording

15 Melodic Direction Score

16 Melodic Register Score and Sound Recording

17 Melodic Originality Score

18 Voice Count Score and Sound Recording

Ideally the encoding criteria from sound or score to emotional force values would be 

automated to limit judgement errors and enforce consistency, but for the principal piece 

analysed most of the feature values were extracted manually. The only exceptions were 

Tempo and Spectral Centroid, extracted from the audio file using the program Sonic 

Visualiser, and Amplitude, computed from the mono wave file. Values for all other 

features were calculated after careful study of the score and recording. A thorough 

harmonic, melodic and formal analysis of the piece, traditional, though admittedly 

subjective, along with a conscientious study of the salient character of the melodic lines, 

articulation, etc. aimed to expose how different aspects of the music could impart 

meaning to the necessarily less attentive concert goer. Time points for features 

extracted in reference to the score were synchronised with a manual beat-by-beat time 

analysis of the audio file using PEAK Pro 6 {Bias, Inc.} with an estimated accuracy of +/- 



150ms. The musical score used was the Ernst Eulenburg miniature, Pl. no.  E.E. 3703. 

4446.

Once the scale and time points of change were documented for each feature, those 

which were step functions were resampled at the rate of 2Hz to be comparable to the 

slider data, as a lower bound on the expected response rate of the subjects. The 

continuous data were averaged or the absolute value was averaged (for amplitude) over 

half-second windows. The graphs of features over time in appendix 1 are from this 

resampled data.

The following are descriptions of each feature and quantization of their various states.

Loudness 

Literature suggests that emotional strength varies proportionally to measure of 

loudness and dynamics {Schubert, 2001, 393-414} {Juslin, 2005, 85-114}, but the oral 

reports of listeners in a similar study suggest that the sign of this relationship is 

dependent on musical context as well as the listener (MUMT 613 class feedback). 

This feature analysis included both dynamics and loudness as musical features in 

order to reflect the intended dynamic pattern as could be interpreted by an 

experienced listener and the unintended and relative variations in loudness of the 

performance.

1. Dynamics: In reference to the score, the written (i.e. intended) dynamic levels 

were measured per beat (usually less that 0.5s). The dynamic range of pp to ff 

was assigned values  of -3, -2, -1, 1, 2, 3. For dynamic accents such as 



sforzando or forte-piano, the first note takes a higher values, either +3 or +2, 

and the next beat is given a lower value, 2 or -2 respectively, unless there 

another dynamical directive appears on the second beat. In the case of 

crescendo or decrescendo markings in the score, an evenly distributed step 

function made the transition between the initial and final dynamic levels. 

Verifying this pattern of dynamic activity against the recording confirmed that the 

changes in dynamic written in the score were reflected in the performance. In 

keeping with the goal of considering relative changes rather than proportional 

dependencies, the range values were redistributed evenly over the [0, 1] 

interval .

2. Amplitude: The stereo aiff file of the recorded audio was converted to a 

mono .wav file using the program ``SoX - Sound eXchange'' (http://

sox.sourceforge.net/). To get representative values at the half second, the 

average of the absolute values of the amplitude wave was taken over each half 

second interval. Means were used instead of a random sample from the interval 

because of the extreme degree of downsampling and the need for relative rather 

than absolute amplitude levels through the piece.

Timbre While timbre is a common feature to consider when discussing emotion and 

music (Madsen, Luck et al, and more) it is particularly difficult to describe in ways 

perceptually relevant to the experience of emotion. Similar to the loudness measures,  

both score based and signal derived descriptors were used. Similar to Nielson!s 

analysis (1987), the score-based measures specifically followed an instrument family/

section division of the orchestra. For orchestral instrument families considered each 

http://sox.sourceforge.net/
http://sox.sourceforge.net/
http://sox.sourceforge.net/
http://sox.sourceforge.net/


instrument was given a prime integer value, and for each beat, the product of active 

instruments was calculated. This combination system makes it possible to extract 

when specific instruments are playing. As this yields a close-to-exponential 

distribution of values, the range for each families measure was transformed to even 

divisions over the interval [0,1]. The prime number assignments of instruments went 

successively from highest to lowest range, resulting in a slight weighting of the 

measure in favour of the lower-sounding instruments. 

3.Strings: The prime number values assigned were basses and celli 5, violas 3 

and violins 2. First and second violins were not separated as the timbral 

difference between the two sections is not assumed to be generally perceivable.

4. Winds: the flute was given a value of 2, Oboe of 3, Clarinet of 5 and Bassoon 

of 7.

5 Brass: french horns took values of 2, trombones 3.

6. Percussion: the only percussion used in the piece analysed was timpani, 

thus alternating between 0 and 2 for this features values. It is possible that some 

triangle was added towards the end of the piece, but it is not included in the 

score.

7. Spectral Centroid: Using the program Sonic Visualizer from Queen Mary 

University of London (http://www.elec.qmul.ac.uk/digitalmusic/), with a plugin by 

Jamie Bullock and Chris Cannam (http://libxtract.sourceforge.net/). 

Tonality 

As the music in question was western classical music being performed for western 

audiences, it was necessary to consider the tonal qualities of the music in terms of 

http://libxtract.sourceforge.net/
http://libxtract.sourceforge.net/
http://www.elec.qmul.ac.uk/digitalmusic/
http://www.elec.qmul.ac.uk/digitalmusic/


how it follows our learned patterns, through harmonic function, how it wanders across 

the tonal landscape with key areas, and how it deviates through chromaticism. 

8. Harmonic Function: Though complicated systems have been developed to 

relate chordal harmony with musical tension {Lerdahl, 2007, 329-366}, a simple 

scaling was used here as the harmonic language of the classical era is not as 

demanding as later musical periods and the pacing of harmonic change in this 

music was too fast to measure fine-tuned relative effects. For each beat, the 

harmony was given values of 1 for tonic harmony, 2 for predominant and 3 for 

dominant. While there is some contention as to whether predominant or 

dominant harmonies hold more tension/emotional force, these measures are 

used more for indicators of change than for direct proportional comparison to 

individual listeners! experiences.

9 Chromaticism: Like harmonic function, there are many shades of 

chromaticism, but for the sake of this study a simple binary measure indicated 

the sounding notes outside of the active diatonic pitch class. This measure does 

not include non-diatonic tones that are cues for modulations.

10. Key Area: As modulations are common in classical music, it was necessary 

to include a feature recording the transition from the home key to the secondary 

tonal area and so on. This feature is a simple +1 in modulating away form the 

home key, and -1 in modulating back.

Temporal Activity 

Besides the necessary Tempo measures{Juslin, 2005, 85-114} , the variation in 

rhythmic character and pacing, also referred to as note density {Luck, 2008, 25-45}



{Krumhansl, 1996, 401-432}, is striking to listeners. Excepting tempo variation, the 

features described below were extracted from the score and verified with the 

recording of the performance.

11. Tempo: Again using the program Sonic Visualiser by Christian Landone and 

Matthew Davies (http://www.elec.qmul.ac.uk/digitalmusic/). The parameter of the 

plugin was#set to Onset detection function type = complex domain.

12. Harmonic Rhythmic Density: Relating to how often the music switches 

pitch collections or harmonic function, harmonic rhythmic density reflects the 

acceleration of note activity common to the ends of melodic phrases and 

developmental materials {Krumhansl, 1996, 401-432}. Working from the 

harmonic function analysis values above, every half-measure was given a value 

relating to the number changes in tonal function in the immediately preceding 

two half measures. The values ranged from 0.5, for one chord every two 

measures, to 4. These numbers were rescaled between 0 and 1 with an even 

distribution of values.

13. Melodic Rhythm Density: Activity in the melodic line is closer to the note 

density function considered in Luck et al. This feature ranged in values from 8 to 

1 note per measure, at the rate suggested from the information immediately 

preceding. These values were distributed evenly between 0 and 1.

14 Articulation: This feature was defined by the character of note onsets in the 

melodic lines, ranking harsh, sharp onsets, such as staccato or marcato playing,  

as higher than legato playing. This measure depends both on the cultural 

implications of different playing styles and the aural experience of jagged versus 

http://www.elec.qmul.ac.uk/digitalmusic/
http://www.elec.qmul.ac.uk/digitalmusic/


smooth playing. Other studies have tracked this feature in more detail using note 

durations studied by computers (refs), but that was not practical for this 

symphonic work. In this case, the articulation alternated between legato and 

detached encoded simply as 0 and 1. 

Melodic Character 

The contour of melodies have been associated with emotional cues {Schubert, 2004, 

561-585} {Nielsen, 1987, 491-513} and there exist hypotheses on the implications of 

melodic direction {Krumhansl, 1996, 401-432}. The melody was extracted from the 

score with references to the recorded performance in order to select the most salient 

line for study. In situations where the melody is played by many instruments, the highest 

and most salient line was selected to define register.

15. Melodic Direction: The rising and falling quality of melodies have been 

studied in their relation to the emotion in music {Hevner, 1936, 246-268}. 

Though each successive note holds a pitch height  in relation to its predecessor, 

the effect of rising or falling was considered on a slightly larger scale. This 

feature took values -1, 0, or 1 at every measure of the music, relating the 

decreasing, stable or increasing relationship of first and last notes of the 

measure, hopefully reflecting the suggested direction of the music to follow.

16. Melodic Register: In the style of classical orchestral music there is 

generally a dominant musical line.  This salient melodic line can jump between 

sections of the orchestra while others support harmonically, play counterpoint or 

remain silent. This feature marks the changes in register when the melody 

moves dramatically from low (1) to high (3) or to middle (2) registers between 



phrases. This resulted in a step function following the phrases that moved at 

most every four measures. The register was assumed to have changed if the 

notes beginning a new section were over an octave from the ending notes of the 

last. Some melodic sections ranged over more than an octave, but were not 

considered changing register as they moved continuously.

17 Melodic Originality: This feature aims to capture two formally distinct 

aspects of melody that may not be separable in more casual listening 

experience: thematic vs developmental melodic material, and new vs familiar 

material. Thematic material generally includes the repeated basic melodic ideas 

and a thinning of orchestration to better present some particular sequence of 

notes in a clear and memorable setting. Developmental material, while often 

also memorable, is a mixture of musical lines and rapidly changing harmonies, 

where the basic ideas are servant to their use instead of demanding the musical 

context to display them. For either of these treatments of melodic ideas the first 

presentation of such materials is safely assumed to be different from the 

repetitions, of which there are many in classical music. Thus new thematic 

material is ranked as highest, at 4, then new developmental material, 3, 

repeated thematic material at 2 and repeated developmental material at 1. This 

feature could be more aptly called “melodic memorability,” but the questions 

raised by explicit reference to memorability are not experimentally settled.

Complexity



The novelty, memorability and compositional complexity are aspects of musical 

experience that are hard to quantify. In this case, a simplified combined measure was 

used though surely many other representations exist and could be more exact.

18 Voice Count: With the assumption that most audience members were not 

trying to make a full transcription of the pieces performed, a voice in this case 

was defined as a single or group of instruments moving homophonically, or 

rather homorhythmically together. If the strings were playing with the same 

rhythm, they would be considered a single voice, despite whatever pitches they 

each happen to be playing, or the direction of voice-leading. Rhythmic 

consistency can group instruments into a single “voice” across instrument 

families, and can also distinguish between, say, the oboe and the flute when 

they are playing rhythmically independent material. The maximum number of 

voices counted was three, as beyond that we lose the ability to follow the 

independent lines.

Transformation of Features

In order to compare the features to the slider behaviour, a few qualifiers and 

transformations must be applied. Though the different feature levels were chosen so as 

to reflect perceivable changes in music, it is premature to assume a linear relationship 

between the relative values calculated and their effects on listeners! expressed 

emotional states. The following analysis assumes that the perceptual transformation is 

monotonic, i.e. preserving relative order if not strict proportion. Consider the feature 

Woodwinds:
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Figure 1: Woodwinds feature in raw calculation

For the sake of calculations all the features were normalised to stretch over a range of 0 

and 1, with evenly distributed step levels if not specifically continuous. The 

transformation thus creates:
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Figure 2: Woodwinds feature normalised over [0,1]

As discussed above, the sliders! behaviour of both the Montreal and Boston audiences 

demonstrated a spread of responses, ranging in strength, speed and duration, even 

when changes in the music are quite simple and highly coordinated.
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Figure 3: Example of slider response spread taken from the Boston audience response to the 
beginning of the finale of Mozart!s Jupiter Symphony 



The above example is taken from the beginning of the Finale of Mozart!s Jupiter 

symphony. At 13.8 seconds, the full orchestra enters with a forte repeat of the main 

theme statement. While some sliders had begun to show responses to musical 

elements prior to the tutti, all show a strong increase in emotional force following the 

tutti, but spread out over a number of seconds Examples from the middle of pieces are 

not as clear because there is a mixture of sliders moving up and down, and the 

boundary on the source of stimulation is harder to define. Using only the difference data 

for features and listeners reactions, Schubert demonstrated correlation at different time 

delay intervals between sliders response mean and features {2004}. To compare 

listeners reponses to the features, it is necessary to adjust for this potential range of 

reaction times. 

In considering the mean of slider responses, this curve is a smoothing of the spread of 

reactions, reflecting the staggered responses as a gradual change in value. This smooth 

approximation of the many various responses is similar to such random variables as the 

normal curve, where the distribution of discrete events is spread out over their 

respective likelihoods. This response distribution warrants further verification, but to 

compare the feature activity to the slider responses it is necessary to approximate this 

effect. For this study, a function shape similar to that resulting from Plank!s Law for black 

body radiation was used to approximate the delayed maximum and asymptotic 

decrease back to zero.



Figure 4: Suggested distribution of responses to specific change of features events, modeled 
after Plank!s Law for Black Body Radiation, or u*e^(-u), with some constants

As the numerical analysis of the data is using sampling at 2 Hz, the shape of the 

weighting curve approximated every two points. A few different wave dimenstions were 

tried, and the following was selected until a better test of form is developped.
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Figure 5: 2Hz approximation of the supposed response distribution.

To demonstrate the feature treatment, let us consider the feature “Voice Count”. 
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Figure 6: Normalised features values for Voice Count Features in K492

The assumption of this analysis system is that changes in feature values motivate 

changes in slider responses. To isolate the moments of increase or decrease of the 

features, we take the first order difference of the 2 Hz sampled time series data, i.e. for 



each time point we generate a new values, specifically the change in voice count since 

the last half second. 
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Figure 7: First order difference of Voice Count feature data.

To describe the potential impact of these changes in values, each pulse, increasing or 

decreasing, is spread forward in time in the shape of the responses distribution yeidling 

the impulse curve below. When the impulse time series for voice count is above zero, it 

is assumed that the changes in the voice count feature are encouraging increase in the 

sliders, though probably not all sliders, and when the impulse is below zero, this is 

assumped to be encouraging a decrease in the slider positions.
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Figure 8: The Impulse timeseries for the feature Voice Count in K492, Overture

To make these pulses comparable to the feature responses, the resulting function is 

integrated numerically, i.e. the impulse curved is summed over time to create a new line 

that will show slops comparable to affected features slopes - increasing and decreasing 

instead of positive negative relations to the sliders increases and decreases.



Figure 9: Integrated impulse Voice Count Feature curve for K492, Overture
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The last step of this feature transformation is scaling the integrated impulse curve to be 

most easily comparable to the slider mean curves. This, for each population, these 

impulse curves are scaled to have the same standard deviation as the slider mean 

curve and transposed to have the same mean as well.

Figure 10: Transformed Voice Count Feature for the Boston population, K492
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This transformation process is applicable to discrete and continuous features, resulting 

in a smoothed function that includes the expect lagging and spread of the sliders to be 

most comparable to the slider averages. Graphs of all of the features thus transformed 

are found in the graphical appendix.

Results



Behavioural Data

The interpretation of individual slider responses to musical excerpts has proven to be 

quite difficult given the variety of responses collected. Aside from the great variety in 

large-scale form of the responses collected, neither the resolution of slider activity nor 

the rates of lag were consistent across participants. It is not hypothesised that this 

variety of responses and rates of responses represent failures on the part of the 

participants to perform to the tasks. This variation reflects the diversity of possible 

responses audience members can experience when listening to the same concert. 

Given the number of participants (22 and 32 for each condition) it was not possible to 

identify styles of responses, but the cumulative responses of the two audiences do 

provide ample fodder for analytical study. By considering the audience as a whole we 

include a broad range of musical sensitivities, allowing the analysis to consider more 

than what one ear might be expected to hear and react to. Thus the audience is closer 

to the music theorist!s ideal listener, reacting with greater wisdom and sensitivity than 

one concertgoer could hope to experience.

The cumulative audience response is studied here in two forms: the mean response 

over time and the slider activity over time. The mean response is simply the average of 

the population!s slider positions at each time point, producing a new time series 

representing the audience!s moment-by-moment reported experience of emotional 

strength from the music. It should be noted that the mean response of each audience is 

not an appropriate approximation of any one slider!s response. The average slider to 

mean Pearson correlation is only 0.44 with a standard deviation of 0.22 for Montreal, 



and pairwise intercorrelation is on average 0.26. For Boston, the Pearson correlation 

with the mean is only 0.43, and the sliders! average intercorrelation was only 0.19. While 

the sliders do act divergently, the mean, equivalent to the sum of the slider response, 

gives a representation of the audience!s cumulative experience . The following analysis 

with respect to features and the mean is then a study of how the audience reacted and 

not a description of any average listener.  

The slider activity measure is related to the first-order difference data often used in 

studies by Emery Schubert and others, though again applied to population dynamics 

instead of average response. Instead of considering the absolute scale of the slider 

positions in time, this measure considers the number of sliders that have significantly 

changed position in the last half-second, each reporting either an increase or decrease 

in emotional strength. This measure does not include the strength of change, or degree 

of slider displacement, for individual listeners, though the threshold for displacement is 

one-twentieth of the sliders! range. Slider activity is measured in a scrolling window of 

the following 0.5 to 6 seconds so as to locate significant moments of activity despite the 

lag in individual response times. The window is measured forward in time to reflect the 

supposed tendency of subjects to react to what has already happened rather than 

anticipating the excitement to come. The resolution of slider activity data is inversely 

proportional to window size, and comparisons to the stimulus must reflect the time 

intervals involved.



Behavioural Data Means 
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Figure 11: Mean slider responses for Montreal and Boston slider responses to K492

t must be pointed out that the means of the two populations are remarkably similar. The 

graph above is that of the common direction points on the two lines. Notice that the 

rance of values in the means are relatively small [5,15] over [0,20], with most if the 

activity within one fifth of the range. Statistical tests applied to these series found very 

little significant difference, in part because of the range of responses that resulted in 

them. But despite that, there are strong resemblances between the two means. The 

above figure is a common direction graph: for each time point that the two curves have 

the same non-zero slop (i.e. they are both increase or they are both decreasing), a black 

dot is marked on the mean of the two data sets. 215 time points out of 477, the slider 

means are moving in the same direction, and the distribution of black dots suggest that 

some sections are more closely paralleled than others. Both mean lines are somewhat 

jagged, with very small changes in direction that come through because of the modest 

population size. To better demonstrate to proximity of these two lines, consider the 



smoothed means. Using a 6 second moving average, the two means increase from 

under half the time moving in the same direction to sharing slop sign 370 points out of 

476.

Figure 12: Smoothed means for Boston and Montreal slider responses to K492
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The consistency between the two means strongly suggest that there is something in the 

stimulus, the music, that is encouraging this shape. The few differences in the details of 

the mean behaviour will be discussed below, but it is reasonable to question the 

robustness of these differences, given the diversity and number of slider results.

Though not as closely detailed, another useful way of comparing the slider means is 

through their sectional contours. Each subsection can be defined by the over all 

tendency to rise or fall, and by the existence of any internal maxima or minima. When 

considering longer sections of music, it may be appropriate to consider the number of 

critical points within the section, but for the time intervals being evaluated here, it is not 

frequent enough to be necessary.

Table 3: Subsectional contour for Slider Means of Montreal and Boston for K492 



T1 T1rB1 B1cS1 S1rS1cS1c'S2 S3 S3rB2 cc T1 T1r'B1c'S1 S1rS1cS1c'S2 S3 S3rCodaB1c"B1c"PAC

BostonBostonBoston

Dir1 1 0 1 -1 -1 0 0 -1 -1 1 1 0 0 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 0 0 0 1 1 0

Max0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Min0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MontrealMontrealMontrealMontreal

Dir1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 0 1 1 0 0 -1 1 -1 -1 0 1 -1 0 0 1 1 -1 0

Max0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Min0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The above table gives the sectional contours for the means, with the orientation of 

slope, with values of 1, 0, or -1, the existence significant internal maxima, i.e. over the 

interval, values were reached that were higher than the values at the endpoints, shown 

as 0 or 1, and the existence of significant internal minima, i.e lowest value below that of 

endpoints, again 0 or 1. The threshold for significance is in this case is a value 

difference of 2% of the full slider range. As can be seen here, the two populations never 

move in opposite directions. If the direction of change does not agree, at most one slider 

mean does not displace significantly while the other does. The maxima and minima are 

not as consistent, and these differences will be discussed in relationship with the 

features.

Behavioural Data Activity Levels
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Figure 13: Activity Levels for Montreal Sliders during K492
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Figure 14: Activity Levels for Boston Sliders during K492

Each slider traces distinct patterns over time. The slider intercorrelation averages for 

difference data is only XX. To evaluate whether or not the sliders are moving randomly, 

consider for each population how many sliders show the same movement over larger 

time intervals. The graphs above are calculations of how many sliders have displaced 

significantly, i.e. at least one 20th of the sliders full range, over a certain time interval or 

window. These activity levels count increasing and decreasing displacement separately. 

Every successive colour represents a window one half second larger. For calculating 

slider activity, the windows were measure forward from the recording point, which is the 

reason for the rainbow spread over activity-less intervals (e.g. Montreal, 68s to 75s 

decreasing). From these graphs we get a sense of alternation in the increasing and 

decreasing activity. To quantifying this, consider the following graphs of the time point 

specific displacement pattern in red and the 6.5 second window in black. For each 

direction and population, the mean and standard deviation was calculated, and the 

horizontal grids in each colour represent mean-std, mean, and mean+std, to facilitate 

quantifying the degree of activity, given the populations norms.

Figure 15: Montreal increasing and decreasing activity levels at 0.5 seconds (in red) and 6.5 
seconds (in black) with solid line means and dotted standard deviation measures.
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Figure 16: Boston increasing and decreasing activity levels at 0.5 seconds (in red) and 6.5 
seconds (in black) with solid line means and dotted standard deviation measures.
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At any given time point, the average number of sliders to increase or to decrease is less 

that 1.5 for both populations. Over a time window of 6.5 seconds, Boston shows an 

average of 8.5 sliders increasing and 7.2 sliders decreasing, while Montreal averages 

7.8 and 5.8 respectively. The mean number of decreasing sliders was consistently 

smaller than the number of increasing sliders, which may be an indication of the 

concentration of effect, but such differences have yet to be tested for significance.



T(
s)

0 14 28 34 46 54 60 68 76 86 94 100110112124132139145152160169178185191202215230

T1 T1rB1 B1cS1 S1rS1cS1c'S2 S3 S3rB2 cc T1 T1r'B1c'S1 S1rS1cS1c'S2 S3 S3rCodaB1c"B1c"PAC

BostonBostonBoston

Inc1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

IncInc -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

DecDec 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Dec-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

MontrealMontrealMontrealMontreal

Inc1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

IncInc -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

DecDec 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Dec-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Table 4: Presence of significantly high activity levels in increase and decreasing directions for 
Boston and Montreal slider populations for K492, Overture (1 if some points in section above 
average+std, -1 if some below average-std) 

From the above table, we can see that there are some shared periods of strong activity, 

but also other sections that only seem strong in one population. The common areas of 

increase include the ends of the first statement of the theme, T1,  return to that theme in 

the recapitulation, and the return of continuation materials from the first theme in the 

coda, B1c”. The common ares for decreasing include the beginning of the first 

subordinate theme, S1, the second subordinate theme, S2, the retransition into the 

recapitulation, cc and T1, the second statement of the theme in the recap, T1r!, and the 

return of the subordinate theme. There are also some contrasts between the two 

populations. Boston doesn!t show strongly coordinated activity between 13.5 and 35.5, 

in which time Montreal alternates strongly twice. Montreal shows a strong increase in 

the continuation of SI, while Boston has a strong decrease during the S3r . Boston 

reaches a significant peak before the recapitulation, and a strong decrease under the 



S1, while Montreal!s decreasing activity peaks in S1r. The pattern of relatively little 

activity is also important and will be explored with the feature analysis comparison.

Another difference arising from the activity levels is visible on the half second intervals. 

In most, though not all, of the cases where the activity is above mean plus standard 

deviation (the outer most dotted red lines on the thresholded activity graphs above and 

in the first appendix), it seem that Montreal reaches that level of activity at least a half 

second before boston has a similar peak. This again suggests that the Montreal 

audience was more eager to respond than Boston. 

Aside from the early late responses of the two populations, there is a section in the 

activity levels that suggest a significant difference in reaction. Between 99s and 104s, 

the Boston activity levels show that twelve sliders moved downwards while Montreal had 

a negligible three descend. This time interval is just towards the end of the third 

subordinate theme and the beginning of the continuation prior to the retransition. The 

end of the theme is very obvious in terms of melodic direction, harmonic progression 

and the simple fact that this is a repetition of the first half of the theme. The following 

continuation begins with a slowing down of harmonic rhythm, and forte piano down 

beats every two measures and a strong shift from very lyrical melody to more generic 

“busy” note sequences, including repeated eighths in the middle strings. While it isn!t a 

tune to get stuck in your ear, this section isn!t necessarily dull. It is clearly going 

somewhere, as suggested by the pulsing strings, and the anticipation baiting of forte 

pianos. We can not be sure that the responses are simply following the end of the 

theme, or relating the material just begun, but either way, one can imagine how this 



might seem like a loss of intensity to some but not all, but it unfortunately doesn!t give a 

clear pointer as to what the difference would be. With different conditions for 

significance it could be that other time intervals might distinguish themselves in terms of 

activity, otherwise there isn!t much more contrast to be drawn from the numbers at hand. 

Musical Data Feature intercorrelation

As is evident in the appended graphs, there is significant intercorrelation between 

features.  In some data analysis contexts this would be considered a weakness in the 

models proposed. However, agreement is significant for the understanding of music: the 

parallels between features reflect compositional decisions by the composer and are not 

usually indications of causal relationships. Though the nature of the stimulus defends 

the inclusion of what might seem to be redundant descriptors, this data set poses a 

number of problems for traditional data analysis by failing to meet statistical definitions 

of independence. It is for this reason that the analysis of this data set is somewhat 

novel. 

Musical Data Feature Contour description

For each of these sections, the feature effect models can be defined by their activity as 

increasing, decreasing, including local maxima, etc. These contour descriptions of the 

features along these lines will be used to argue the relationships between features and 

slider results.

Feat

Sec T1 T1r B1 B1cS1 S1r S1cS1c'S2 S3 S3r B2 cc T1 T1r'B1c'S1 S1r S1cS1c'S2 S3 S3r CodaB1c"B1c"PAC

Inc 10 3 6 9 5 1 11 10 6 5 4 11 5 9 8 10 4 5 11 6 5 7 5 7 9 0 5

Dec6 2 9 4 10 2 4 5 9 5 1 6 9 6 8 4 12 1 5 6 8 5 2 5 4 6 3



Max2 7 1 6 3 7 4 5 4 2 2 2 0 6 9 0 1 4 3 5 5 2 2 2 11 7 3

Min 5 12 3 0 4 6 2 3 4 3 1 4 0 12 1 0 2 3 3 5 4 1 2 6 1 7 1

Table 5: Feature contour tabulation - sums of features with contour behaviours over 
threshold of thresholded as 5% for the integrated features.

While it would be reasonable to define each section by the feature values taken therein, 

as opposed to using the integrated feature values, that would not give the proximate 

information that will naturally be included in the listeners experience, i.e. the beginning 

of the piece is note-for-note identical to the beginning of the recapitulation, as the 

feature values indicate, however, the circumstance of these two sections are 

significantly different as the latter comes after dramatically high levels of feature activity, 

and this is better reflected by the cross-sectional leakage included in the integrated 

features.

Discussion: Musical vs Behavioural Data

Common Direction 

In the appendix are all feature and slider mean common direction graphs, but for the 

sake of space, only a few will be discussed in detail here, and the reader is encouraged 

to refer to the graphs in question attached to the end of the document. 

Beginning with the Boston sliders mean, it is obvious that Key Area is not relevant to this 

analysis, and the Loudness and Timbral categories of features cover the mean best, 

ranging from 181 to 210 common direction points out of 476. The following is a section 

by section description of the potential explanations offered by the full feature list.



$ Boston Mean Sectional Study:

• T1 - Close to Loudness and Timbral features (L+T), except Strings; includes a bump in 

the first 8 s that is parallel to the changes in Melodic Direction and Chromaticism.

• T1r - Similar to L + T again, with sharp increase at 24s, like Harmonic Function, 

Tempo, Harmonic Rhythm, and Articulation.

• B1 - Very close to Amplitude, with extra bump near end similar to Voice Count, Melodic 

Rhythm, and Chromaticism.

• B1c - contrary to L + T features, slight increase in time with Melodic Register and 

Melodic Rhythm.

• S1 - Decrease like L + T and Harmonic Function, Articulation, Melodic Register, 

contrary to Voice Count, Harmonic Rhythm, Chromaticism and Spectral Centroid.

• S1r - Continues decrease as potential carry over from preceding section, also parallels 

Tempo and Melodic Originality.

• S1c - internal hump shape suggest increases with the Instrumental features and 

Melodic Rhythm and Chromaticism.

• S1c! - Shift down part way through like Brass, Percussion, Harmonic Rhythm, Melodic 

Rhythm.

• S2 - decreases with L + T, except Spectral Centroid, contrary to Harmonic Function, 

Chromaticism, Melodic Rhythm, Melodic Direction and Voice Count.

• S3 - Slight decrease, potential carry over from previous, reduction like Harmonic 

Rhythm.

• S3r - slight increase, addition of Woodwinds.



• B2 - Increase with L + T, less Spectral Centroid, and Melodic Rhythm, Articulation, 

Melodic Direction, Harmonic Function.

• cc - too short to consider.

• T1 - Dip like L + T, with bump like Chromaticism, Harmonic Rhythm and Strings

• T1r! - decrease like L, Brass, Percussion, Spectral Centroid, Harmonic Rhythm, 

Articulation, Melodic Register, and contrary to Melodic Rhythm, Melodic Originality, 

Chromaticism, Woodwinds and Strings.

• B1c! - like L + T, Melodic Register, Articulation and Harmonic Function.

• S1 - Dip like L + T, Melodic Rhythm, Articulation, Melodic Register, Voice Count, 

contrary to Spectral Centroid, Harmonic Function, Harmonic Rhythm and Melodic 

Originality, 

• S1r - Continued descent, likely continuation , contrary only to Woodwinds.

• S1c - Increase like L, Brass, Percussion, Harmonic Function, Chromaticism, 

Articulation, Melodic Direction.

• S1c! - Increase like L, Woodwinds Brass, Spectral Centroid, Melodic Direction, Melodic 

Originality, contrary to Harmonic Function, Harmonic Rhythm, and Voice Count.

• S2 - Slight decline with bump similar to Harmonic Function, Chromaticism and Voice 

Count.

• S3 - decrease like Woodwinds, with bump like Melodic Direction, Voice Count,

• S3r - flat

• Coda - similar to Amplitude, Brass, Harmonic Function, Chromaticism and Voice 

Count.



• B1c!! - L + T for the first bit, Spectral Centroid, Harmonic Function, Harmonic Rhythm, 

Melodic Rhythm, Articulation and contrary to Chromaticism and Melodic Register.

• B1c” - Brass, Spectral Centroid, Harmonic Function, Harmonic Rhythm, Melodic 

Rhythm, and Melodic Register.

• PAC - Decrease like Spectral Centroid, Articulation, Voice Count and Tempo.

Montreal Mean Slider response was quite similar, so the following will only comment on 

the differences between Montreal and Boston!s means.

$ Montreal Mean Sectional Study:

• T1r - Without the sudden increase, this is closer to L, Brass, Percussion, Harmonic 

Rhythm, Articulation and Melodic Register.

• B1 - Decline like L, Brass, Percussion, Spectral Centroid, Harmonic Function, 

Harmonic Rhythm, Articulation, Melodic Direction.

• B1c - Closer the Dynamics than Amplitude, similar to Brass, Percussion, Harmonic 

Rhythm and Articulation.

• S1c - Slight increase like Amplitude, Strings, Woodwinds, Chromaticism, Articulation, 

Melodic Originality, and contrary to Spectral Centroid, Harmonic Function and Melodic 

Register.

• S1c! - Increase without bump, similar to L, Spectral Centroid, Percussion, 

Chromaticism, Tempo, Melodic Rhythm, Melodic Originality and Voice Count.

• S2 - Decreasing like L + T, less Spectral Centroid, Melodic Direction, Melodic Register, 

and Voice Count.



• S3/B2 - bigger bump around 100s that is similar to Spectral Centroid, Harmonic 

Rhythm, Melodic Direction and Woodwinds. 

• B2 - mostly like L + T, with Melodic Register.

(Montreal!s mean is either similar to Bostons! or inactive until Coda.)

• Coda - Closest to Amplitude, Melodic Direction, Voice Count and Harmonic Function.

• B1c” - Decrease like Spectral Centroid, Harmonic Rhythm, Articulation, Melodic 

Direction, Melodic Register.

• Flat to the end

Many different curves could be explained by the wide variety of features here discussed, 

and when looking at individual slider responses, that is indeed necessary. However, the 

model being explored here assumes that the experienced emotional force of a work is 

related to a cumulative and hierarchical combination of the dynamic qualities of music 

rather than a linear combination of independent feature variation. It seems that more of 

the audiences! reaction is accounted for in the process of including features that are 

only effective when loudness or timbral aspects of music are still. From the results of 

this analysis, it would be possible to define criteria of relative activity to follow “preferred” 

features under specific conditions, most likely an activation criterion.

Activity Levels

If both audiences have similar means and similar patterns of activity, this suggests that 

there is something in the common experience, the stimulus, that has generated these 

similarities. One of the main hypotheses of this research project was the existence of a 

proportional relationship between the concurrence of the features and the concurrence 

of the slider activity i.e. if the features are all increasing, the sliders should all be 



increasing, and if the features are half increasing and half decreasing, some sliders will 

be going up, while others will be going down in emotional force. Questions of the 

relationships between features and the slider responses are complicated by issues of 

lag and effect displacement. The calculation system for the slider activity over time 

intervals has the effect of spreading activity backwards in time and this can compensate 

for slider response lag or exaggerate it. Because of this, the comparisons were tested at 

different time shifts. Also of note: by using the transformed feature forms, the effects of 

the features are already spread over several seconds, negating the need for calculating 

the activity over large time windows - a point by point calculation already includes the 

immediately preceding activity. Consider the Feature activity graph below:
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Figure 17: Activity levels, increasing and decreasing for transformed musical features (in black) 
and raw musical features( in red) with mean thresholds (solid lines) and standard deviation plus 
or minus mean  thresholds (doted lines)

The results for activity feature activity over the threshold of mean + standard deviation 

were shifted by - 3 seconds to compensate for the forward time drift of integration 



effects. The table below shows the subsections with significant increase and decrease 

activity:

T(s) 0 14 28 34 46 54 60 68 76 86 94 100 110 112 124 132 139 145 152 160 169 178 185 191 202 215 230

T1 T1r B1 B1cS1 S1r S1cS1c'S2 S3 S3r B2 cc T1 T1r' B1c'S1 S1r S1cS1c'S2 S3 S3r CodaB1c"B1c"PAC

FeaturesFeaturesFeatures

Inc 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Inc -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

DecDec 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Dec-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Table 5: Presence of significantly high activity levels in increase and decreasing directions for 
the selected musical features of K492, Overture (1 if some points in section above average+std, 
-1 if some below average-std)

There does seem to be significant overlap with the activity levels of the slider 

populations, but the concentration of features activity does not explain the Montreal or 

Boston activity patterns completely. Another representation of relative degrees of activity  

is the absolute levels of activity, scaled to a common median. When considering these 

graphs, keep in mind that the feature activity reflects a forward bias while the slider data 

over large time windows is anticipatory. This difference in these tendencies explains the 

what can look like lag in the peaks of the feature activity levels as compared to the slider 

activity levels.
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Figure 18: Relative absolute activity levels of Montreal sliders, Boston sliders and Features for 
K492, Overture

From the above graph, which presents total activity of both the slider populations 

(Montreal red, Boston in blue) and the Feature activity (in black), does not suggest a 

strong relationship between overall activity levels. A few moments look promising, but 

with the trisection of the activity range, it seems that the relative values are more often 

than not in disagreement. In the interval 93-100s, Boston shows a spike of activity which 

seem completely independent of the feature activity levels. Below, the graph of the 

directional activity of the Integrated Features and Montreal and Boston activity over 6s, 

this lump is again distinct, though it shows itself to be a significant decrease in activity. 

Keeping in mind the relative timewise displacement, this effect seems most pronounced 

in the beginning section, say prior to 40s, and then calms down, perhaps because the 



lag pattern changes over time as listeners adjust to the task.
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Figure 19: Increasing and Decreasing activity levels for Montreal sliders over 6.5 s, Boston 
Sliders over 6.5 s and Transformed Features over 0.5 s, normalised to median = +/- 1.

A third activity-derived graph compares the relative confusion, or concurrence of the 

activity. In this graph, the feature activity has been shifted back 3 seconds. This tracks 

the ratio of the difference between increasing and decreasing activity relative to total 

activity of that time point or interval. The positive values imply a dominance of increasing 

activity, while the negative show a dominance of decreasing activity. Values close to one 

or negative one imply strong agreement between sliders or features for that population, 

while values around zero suggest disagreement. The pattern of alternation is 

remarkably similar for the sliders and features, but the degrees of concurrence are not 

consistent, and sections with weak agreement in features, such as on the interval 

[155,185] seconds, or S1c to S2 in the recapitulation, still show strong agreement for the 

slider populations.
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Figure 20: Relative agreement of slider activity, Boston and Montreal at 6.5 s, and Transformed 
feature activity (increasing-decreasing/absolute activity counts over time window) 

The analysis of slider activity supports the idea that there are similarities in the slider 

activity of the two populations, and that some of these similarities can be accounted for 

by the cumulative activity of the musical features studied. Though reassuring in the 

patterns exposed, this system treats all the features selected equally, and does not offer 

many options for weeding out irrelevant or redundant features. The categories of 

musical aspects were represented by different numbers of features, potentially 

weighting such a system in favour of the timbral, melodic and tonal aspects.

Sectional Contours

Though not as closely detailed, another useful way of comparing the slider means and 

features behaviour section by section is through their contours: defining the section by 

the over all tendency to rise or fall, and by the existence of any internal maxima or 

minima. When considering longer sections of music, it may be appropriate to consider 

the number of critical points within the section, but for those parts being considered, it is 

not frequent enough to be necessary.

Feat

Bos

Mon

Sec T1 T1r B1 B1cS1 S1r S1cS1c'S2 S3 S3r B2 cc T1 T1r'B1c'S1 S1r S1cS1c'S2 S3 S3r CodaB1c"B1c"PAC

Inc 10 3 6 9 5 1 11 10 6 5 4 11 5 9 8 10 4 5 11 6 5 7 5 7 9 0 5

Dec6 2 9 4 10 2 4 5 9 5 1 6 9 6 8 4 12 1 5 6 8 5 2 5 4 6 3

Max2 7 1 6 3 7 4 5 4 2 2 2 0 6 9 0 1 4 3 5 5 2 2 2 11 7 3

Min 5 12 3 0 4 6 2 3 4 3 1 4 0 12 1 0 2 3 3 5 4 1 2 6 1 7 1

Dir 1 1 0 1 -1 -1 0 0 -1 -1 1 1 0 0 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 0 0 0 1 1 0

Max0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Min 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dir 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 0 1 1 0 0 -1 1 -1 -1 0 1 -1 0 0 1 1 -1 0

Max0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Min 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 6: Accumulated transformed feature contours and Boston and Montreal mean slider 
contours

There are many instances of the dominant feature trends being reflected in the slider 

responses, but not always.

Trends over Time

The Figaro overture lends itself to the comparison of similar music at different points in 

time. Without a development section, the first statement of themes in the exposition are 

followed relatively quickly by the recapitulation. This simplicity of form allows for 

contrasting the responses from the audience to repeated musical materials.  In the 

second Appendix, there is a table that describes the mean curve and slider activity for 

each subsection, aligning the exposition and recapitulation for comparison. Some 

observations arise from that comparison.  For both audiences, the contours seems to 

agree with the majority of the features with respect to increasing or decreasing over the 

subsection except in a few cases where the sliders seem slow to no significant motion 

or continue along a preset path against the feature pull. Though less common, when the 

sliders show local min or maxima, these do not disagree with the dominant feature 

patterns. 

Both the contour and activity levels suggest a strong tendency to rise with increasing 

activity, often in continuation materials, and then fall when quieter themes are 

introduced. A number of features also follow this pattern, including many loudness 



features, timbral features, and temporal features. Most dramatically, the half second 

increasing activity levels stay below average for the first major fall in intensity with the 

beginning of the subordinate theme at 46s. 

The means of both populations show a very gradual increase over the time span, 

contrary to the also gradual trend of decreasing absolute activity levels.

Conclusions

Limits on results

These alternative descriptive methods, both of the feature and slider data treatments, 

present new ways of evaluating the relationship between slider responses, representing 

experienced emotional force, and these responses against the stimulus. The translation 

of traditional statistical methods to these systems is far from complete. Further study is 

needed to evaluate the significance of differences in slider activity levels and patterns, 

while psychological studies can make further recommendations on the criteria for 

sufficient differences in feature selection and variation. Much of the analyses above use 

the concept of numeric mean where it may be more appropriate to consider the median 

or mode for defining aberrant behaviour at different time points. There are much better 

definitions of contour that could be useful to include when contrasting behaviour over 

longer time spans, and the definitions of significance need to be related to the 

populations sizes under consideration.



Future/further Research

The feature treatment above does not suggest a consistent linear relationship between 

musical activity and slider population behaviour, but linear regression is useful for 

evaluating relative correlation of feature variation to the slider responses. In developing 

a hierarchy of feature interactions, relative correlation, similar to common direction but 

included quantitative change information as well as qualitative change, would be very 

important. Also, to contrast the success of the above features with the performance of 

described in similar studies, evaluation of features and slider means must use linear 

regression. Given the feature specific activity above, it would be interesting to consider 

the success of linear combinations of features on subsection of the music. Such 

evaluations of the features have been performed but are not described in this paper.

Though it has been suggested by other researchers (Schubert 2004) as a model for 

shape of effect of discrete events, the use of Plank!s black body radiation curve was 

chosen by instinct and has not been tested against other potential shapes. With a larger 

slider population, it might be possible to see more clearly differences of shape not only 

for the features decay in general but perhaps even for specific features and features 

within specific contexts. For example, it is reasonable to suppose that decreases in 

feature values may not have as immediate effect as increases, particularly when the 

collections of features is very active.



It would be of great use to explore and refine the thresholds of significance in a number 

of the models used above, and it is likely that many of these questions have been 

explored in other fields. For example, testing the significance of concentration variation 

in time has likely been of interest to ecological, epidemiological and biological sciences. 

Similarily, numerical detection and definition of contour has been studied even in the 

field of music, such as the work by Chantal Buteau on topological models for motivic 

analysis. 

A number of the features here applied were extracted from score and audio by hand, or 

rather by undergraduate, and it would useful and more rigorous to apply automated 

extraction methods in such cases as they exists or are practical to develop. While a 

number of features could not easily be extracted from the audio file, using midi or other 

notation encodings, it would be possible to ensure the consistent application of 

distinction criteria, and speed up the evaluation process.{Schubert, 1999 #44{Korhonen, 

2004, 163}}{Luck, 2008, 25-45}

With the information exposed by these techniques it would be possible to being 

exploring a hierarchical model of feature interaction, considering not only the dominant 

features identified through linear regression  but also less obvious or consistent 

influences, by considering interaction effects such as agreement and concentration of 

change in music. Time Series, functional and discrete models should all be considered 

for relating feature variation to audience slider responses. With a more sophisticated 



model it would be necessary to quantify the carry over effects across boundaries and in 

the order of sections that were briefly discussed above.

One of the great rocks left unturned in this inspection of slider behaviour was the 

patterns of responses of individual sliders. Earlier efforts to sort and define the 

responses of individual listeners proved ineffective, initially suggesting that there was no 

reason to expect that the data had any relationship to the music. Given the relatively 

strong between subject correlations reported from laboratory settings (Krumhansl, 

Madsen, Geringer, Schubert), these broad variations in response were quite 

discouraging, however, the strong similarities between the means curves suggested 

otherwise, as did activity distribution. Perhaps one difference between the concert and 

laboratory settings is the freedom granted to the listener, resulting in less insistent or 

self-conscious use of the continuous response interface. If there is a decrease on 

consistency of responses, it may be necessary to insist on more participants than are 

generally used for studies in formal atmospheres. Though the study of these subsets of 

the concert audiences did suggest relationships to the music, it would be interesting, 

though painstaking, to look more closely at individual responses to consider the 

relationship of the individual!s experience and slider performance with respect to the 

whole.

Despite these oversights and limitations, the research reported above may hopefully 

contribute to the development of new perspectives on the music listening experience...    
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Appendix 1 Graphs
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Figure 1: Normalised Features 1 to 9 against Structural Devisions.
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Figure 2: Normalised Features 10 to 18 against Structural Devisions. 
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Figure 3:Transformed Features 1 to 9 against Structural Devisions.
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Figure 4: Transformed Features 10 to 18 against Structural Devisions.
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Figure 5: Common direction graphs of Transformed Features 1-9 with Montreal mean 
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Figure 6: Common direction graphs of Transformed Features 10-18 with Montreal mean 
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Figure 7: Common direction graphs of Transformed Features 1-9 with Boston mean 
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Figure 8: Common direction graphs of Transformed Features 10-18 with Boston mean 



Appendix 2 Tables

Exposition Recapitulation

Section SS Contour Activity SS Contour Activity

Main 
Theme 

T1 MB: Inc
w/ 10 feats

MB: H Inc T1 MB: Min w/ 
12

MB h Dec
 H Inc

T1r MB: Min
w/ 12 feats

MB H Inc 
h Dec

T1r! MB: Dec w/ 8 
(Not highest)

M h Dec
B H Dec

B1 B: -
M: Dec w/ 9

MB h Inc
 h Dec

-- -- --

B1c MB: Inc w/ 9 M L 
B H Inc

B1c! MB: Inc w/ 10 M L
B h Inc

Sub. 
Theme 1

S1 MB: Dec w/ 
10

MB H Dec S1 MB: Dec w/ 
12

M h dec
B H Dec

S1r MB: Dec w/2 
(min,max ?)

MB h Dec S1r MB: Dec 
against 5 

MB h Dec

S1c B: min w/4
M: Inc w/ 11

M h Inc
B L

S1c MB: Inc w/ 11 M L
B H Inc

S1c! B: - 
M: Inc w/ 10

M H Inc
B h Inc

S1c! MB: Inc w/ 6
against 6

M L
B h Inc

Sub. 
Theme 2

S2 MB: Dec w/ 9
B: Max w/4

MB H Dec S2 MB: Dec w/ 8 M h Dec
B H Dec

Sub. 
Theme 3

S3 M: - 
B: Dec w/ 9

MB L S3 MB: - M L
B h Dec

S3r MB: Inc w/ 4 M L
B H Dec

S3r MB: - M h Dec 
B L

Retransiti
on/Coda

B2 MB: Inc w/ 11
M: Min w/ 4

MB h Inc Coda B: -
M: Inc w/ 7

MB H Inc

cc n/a n/a B1c” MB: Inc w/ 9 MB H Inc

-- B1c” B: Inc w/ 0
M: Dec w/ 6

M h Dec
B h Inc/Dec

-- PAC MB: - MB L

Legend: Inc = increasing over section, Dec = decreasing over section, Min = has an 



internal minimum, Max = has internal maximum, H = high activity level, h = above 
average activity level, L = below average activity level.

And for reference throughout text - Structural divisions table:

Section Subsection Measures Time 

Interval (s)

Sub-Sub-

section

Measures Time Interval 

(s)

Exposition

Recapitulation

Theme 1 1 58 0.2 46.3 T1 1 18 0.2 14

T1r 19 34 14 27.8

B1 35 45 27.8 34.2

B1c 45 58 34.2 46.3

Subordinate 

Theme 1 and 

2

59 106 46.3 86.4 S1 59 66 46.3 53.7

S1r 67 74 53.7 60.2

S1c 75 84 60.2 68.3

S1c’ 85 95 68.3 76.4

S2 95 106 76.4 86.4

Subordinate 

Theme 3

107 123 86.4 110 S3 107 116 86.4 93.8

S3r 116 123 93.8 99.6

B2 123 135 99.6 110

Retransition 135 138 110 112.3 cc 135 138 110 112.3

Recapitulation

Theme 1 139 171 112 138.7 T1 139 155 112.3 124.2

T1r’ 156 163 124.2 132.2

B1c’ 164 171 132.2 138.7

Subordinate 

Theme 1 and 

2

172 219 139 178.4 S1r 172 179 138.7 145.2

S1 180 188 145.2 151.8

S1c 189 197 151.8 158.8

S1c’ 198 208 159.8 168.6

S2 208 219 168.6 178.4

Subordinate 

Theme 3

220 236 178 190.8 S3 220 228 178.4 185

S3r 229 236 185 190.8

Coda 236 294 191 237.7 Coda 236 251 190.8 202.3

B1c” 252 265 202.3 215.1

B1c” 266 283 215 229.6

PAC 284 294 229.6 237.7


